The Feeling of Zero Gravity

SANYO's years of expertise and experience in seeking the ultimate seating comfort have resulted in the new Zero-Gravity Relaxation Chair. Its modern design suits any interior decor, and the air massage gently eases body tension. Now is the time to indulge in the supreme bliss of zero-gravity relaxation.
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Choice of 3 Colors

Available in 3 colors to suit interior decor: black, cream or brown.

Power consumption

Specifications

Rated time: Approx. 50kg (110 lbs.)

Timer:

Motor-driven type (Linked with footrest and seat)

Weight: Footrest:

Motor-driven type (Footrest only)

Leather Upholstery

Color

Black, Cream, Brown

Reclining angle:

Approx. 115 - 155 degrees

Reclining method:

Backrest:

Motor-driven type

Footrest:

Motor-driven type

Air pressure:

Approx. 2630Pa (3.844PSI)

Dimensions:

DOMINIC SYMONS

Designer

A modern lightweight monoshape where all elements blend together and where the user appears to float in a comfortable suspension. The chair features a visual bottom line that shows how it will glide back into the ultimate zero-gravity pose, thus inspiring comfort even before sitting in it. The minimal ground contact appearance gives the chair a very light feeling.
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The Feeling of Zero Gravity

A modern lightweight monoshape where all elements blend together and where the user appears to float in a comfortable suspension. The chair features a visual bottom line that shows how it will glide back into the ultimate zero-gravity pose, thus inspiring comfort even before sitting in it. The minimal ground contact appearance gives the chair a very light feeling.

SANYO’s years of expertise and experience in seeking the ultimate seating comfort have resulted in the new Zero-Gravity Relaxation Chair. Its modern design suits any interior decor, and the air massage gently eases body tension. Now is the time to indulge in the supreme bliss of zero-gravity relaxation.

Specifications:

- Color: Available in 3 colors: black, cream, brown
- Power consumption: 110W
- Rated time: 30 min.
- Timer: Approx. 15 min.
- Dimensions:
  - When not reclined (with footrest retracted): 780mm (30 11/16") W x 1,030mm (40 9/16") D x 1,230mm (48 7/16") H
  - When reclined (with footrest set horizontally): 780mm (30 11/16") W x 1,740mm (68 1/2") D x 715mm (28 1/8") H
- Weight: Approx. 50kg (110 lbs.)
- Upholstery: Leather
- Reclining angle: Approx. 115 - 155 degrees
- Reclining method: Motor-driven type (Linked with footrest and seat)
  - Footrest: Motor-driven type (Footrest only)
- Air pressure: 3.8 - 4.4 PSI
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Reclining System Provides True Seating Comfort.

Electric-powered seat, back and footrest move smoothly with continuous settings. Relax in your favorite position. Freely-adjustable reclining mechanism for selecting your preferred position. A gentle full-body stretch with fully-flat reclining results in a leisurely mood, and an enhanced air-only massage relieves body fatigue. This is what a Relaxation Chair is all about.

Total comfort from upright to fully-flat reclining. The seat and back move together in a smooth, stepless reclining motion. The armrests also adjust automatically as the chair reclines, maintaining the appropriate position to provide maximum comfort. Interlocking seat & back movement for the best position.

The footrest can move independently so that a personal favorite position can be attained. Independently-operated footrest. Eight large airbags are built into the chair and independently inflate and deflate in predetermined sequences. They stretch muscles to loosen tension with a soft massage that improves circulation and relieves body fatigue. Airbags are also located under the thighs and calves to give a full-body stretch. Reduces tension by stretching waist and back. Loosens muscles between thighs and hips while tightening hip muscles. Stimulates calf muscles and reduces tension. Helps the body to recover its balance by uniformly loosening tension and muscles in major parts of the body. Obtains a stretching and twisting effect by inflating the airbags on both sides alternately or simultaneously. Helps by stretching the spine to reduce distortions suffered often in the back.

The headrest angle can be freely adjusted for relaxing, watching TV or reading. Adjustable headrest angles. The built-in control panel moves with the armrest, allowing for easy operation in any position. 2 programs (Stretch)(Relax). One-touch operation moves to Home or Zero-Gravity position. Independent footrest adjustment button. Reclining adjustment button. Emergency stop button for safety. Power button with indicator.

Built-in control panel for easy operation. The wide, luxurious seat is designed to accommodate most body types. Wide 600 mm (24-inch) seat. In the zero-gravity position, the seat moves to the ideal 30-degree angle, to appropriately distribute body weight and reduce body load, delivering the ultimate in comfort. It resembles floating in space a naturally comfortable position with the chair perfectly balancing your body. This can be achieved from any position with just one touch of a button. Zero-gravity position for that feeling of weightlessness.

Air Massage Relieves Fatigue through Stretching.

Choose from two programs Stretch for loosening tension by stretching muscles, and Relax to improve circulation with a softer touch. Two air massage programs Stretch and Relax.
Reclining System Provides True Seating Comfort.

Electric-powered seat, back and footrest move smoothly with continuous settings. Relax in your favorite position.

Freely-adjustable reclining mechanism for selecting your preferred position.

A gentle full-body stretch with fully-flat reclining results in a leisurely mood, and an enhanced air-only massage relieves body fatigue. This is what a Relaxation Chair is all about.

Total comfort from upright to fully-flat reclining.

The seat and back move together in a smooth, stepless reclining motion. The armrests also adjust automatically as the chair reclines, maintaining the appropriate position to provide maximum comfort.

Interlocking seat & back movement for the best position.

The footrest can move independently so that a personal favorite position can be attained.

Independently-operated footrest.

Eight large airbags are built into the chair and independently inflate and deflate in predetermined sequences. They stretch muscles to loosen tension with a soft massage that improves circulation and relieves body fatigue.

Airbags are also located under the thighs and calves to give a full-body stretch.

ɾ Reduces tension by stretching waist and back.
ɾ Loosens muscles between thighs and hips while tightening hip muscles.
ɾ Stimulates calf muscles and reduces tension.
ɾ Helps the body to recover its balance by uniformly loosening tension and muscles in major parts of the body.
ɾ Obtains a stretching and twisting effect by inflating the airbags on both sides alternately or simultaneously.
ɾ Helps by stretching the spine to reduce distortions suffered often in the back.

Eight large, independently-inflated airbags.

The headrest angle can be freely adjusted for relaxing, watching TV or reading.

Adjustable headrest angles.

The built-in control panel moves with the armrest, allowing for easy operation in any position.

ɾ 2 programs (Stretch)(Relax)
ɾ One-touch operation moves to Home or Zero-Gravity position
ɾ Independent footrest adjustment button
ɾ Reclining adjustment button
ɾ Emergency stop button for safety
ɾ Power button with indicator

Built-in control panel for easy operation.

The wide, luxurious seat is designed to accommodate most body types.

Wide 600 mm (24-inch) seat.

In the zero-gravity position, the seat moves to the ideal 30-degree angle, to appropriately distribute body weight and reduce body load, delivering the ultimate in comfort. It resembles floating in space a naturally comfortable position with the chair perfectly balancing your body. This can be achieved from any position with just one touch of a button.

Zero-gravity position for that feeling of weightlessness.

Air Massage Relieves Fatigue through Stretching.

Choose from two programs       Stretch for loosening tension by stretching muscles, and Relax to improve circulation with a softer touch.

Two air massage programs       Stretch and Relax.
Reclining System Provides True Seating Comfort.

Electric-powered seat, back and footrest move smoothly with continuous settings. Relax in your favorite position.

Freely-adjustable reclining mechanism for selecting your preferred position.

A gentle full-body stretch with fully-flat reclining results in a leisurely mood, and an enhanced air-only massage relieves body fatigue. This is what a Relaxation Chair is all about.

Total comfort from upright to fully-flat reclining.

The seat and back move together in a smooth, stepless reclining motion. The armrests also adjust automatically as the chair reclines, maintaining the appropriate position to provide maximum comfort.

Interlocking seat & back movement for the best position.

The footrest can move independently so that a personal favorite position can be attained.

Independently-operated footrest.

Eight large airbags are built into the chair and independently inflate and deflate in predetermined sequences. They stretch muscles to loosen tension with a soft massage that improves circulation and relieves body fatigue. Airbags are also located under the thighs and calves to give a full-body stretch.

1. Reduces tension by stretching the waist and back.
2. Loosens muscles between thighs and hips while tightening hip muscles.
3. Stimulates calf muscles and reduces tension.
4. Helps the body to recover its balance by uniformly loosening tension and muscles in major parts of the body.
5. Obtains a stretching and twisting effect by inflating the airbags on both sides alternately or simultaneously.
6. Helps by stretching the spine to reduce distortions suffered often in the back.

Eight large, independently-inflated airbags.

The headrest angle can be freely adjusted for relaxing, watching TV or reading.

Adjustable headrest angles.

The built-in control panel moves with the armrest, allowing for easy operation in any position.

2 programs (Stretch)(Relax)
One-touch operation moves to Home or Zero-Gravity position
Independent footrest adjustment button
Reclining adjustment button
Emergency stop button for safety
Power button with indicator

Built-in control panel for easy operation.

The wide, luxurious seat is designed to accommodate most body types.

Wide 600 mm (24-inch) seat.

In the zero-gravity position, the seat moves to the ideal 30-degree angle, to appropriately distribute body weight and reduce body load, delivering the ultimate in comfort. It resembles floating in space—a naturally comfortable position with the chair perfectly balancing your body. This can be achieved from any position with just one touch of a button.

Zero-gravity position for that feeling of weightlessness.

Air Massage Relieves Fatigue through Stretching.

Choose from two programs—Stretch for loosening tension by stretching muscles, and Relax to improve circulation with a softer touch.

Two air massage programs Stretch and Relax.
The Feeling of Zero Gravity

SANYO’s years of expertise and experience in seeking the ultimate seating comfort have resulted in the new Zero-Gravity Relaxation Chair. Combine this modern design with intuitive functionality for an innovation that will enhance your entire living environment.

A modern lightweight monoshape where all elements blend together and where the user appears to float in a comfortable suspension. The chair features a visual bottom line that shows how it will glide back into the ultimate zero-gravity pose, thus inspiring comfort even before sitting in it.

The minimal ground contact appearance gives the chair a very light feeling. SANYO’s years of expertise and experience in seeking the ultimate seating comfort have resulted in the new Zero-Gravity Relaxation Chair. Its modern design suits any interior decor, and the air massage gently eases body tension.

Now is the time to indulge in the supreme bliss of zero-gravity relaxation.

Specifications:

- Color: Choice of 3 Colors
- Available in 3 colors to suit interior decor: black, cream or brown.
- Power consumption: 110W
- Rated time: 30 min.
- Timer: Approx.15 min.
- Dimensions: 780mm(30 11/16") W × 1,030mm(40 9/16") D × 1,230mm(48 7/16") H
- Weight: 780mm(30 11/16") W × 1,740mm(68 1/2") D × 715mm(28 1/8") H
- Reclining angle: Approx. 50kg(110 lbs.)
- Reclining method: Approx. 115 - 155 degrees
- Reclining method: Motor-driven type (Linked with footrest and seat)
- Footrest: Motor-driven type (Footrest only)
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SANYO’s years of expertise and experience in seeking the ultimate seating comfort have resulted in the new Zero-Gravity Relaxation Chair. Combine this modern design with intuitive functionality for an innovation that will enhance your entire living environment.

A modern lightweight monoshape where all elements blend together and where the user appears to float in a comfortable suspension. The chair features a visual bottom line that shows how it will glide back into the ultimate zero-gravity pose, thus inspiring comfort even before sitting in it.

The minimal ground contact appearance gives the chair a very light feeling. SANYO’s years of expertise and experience in seeking the ultimate seating comfort have resulted in the new Zero-Gravity Relaxation Chair. Its modern design suits any interior decor, and the air massage gently eases body tension.
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